Compounds stimulating cytosolic phospholipase A2 activity with a combinational action mode.
The screening of small synthetic compound libraries is a useful means of identifying molecules that modulate various cellular responses. We screened more than 10,000 different small compounds and identified three synthetic compounds that stimulate arachidonic acid (AA) release in a combinational manner in neutrophil-like differentiated HL60 cells. These three compounds were designated as AARIC-1, -2, and -3, representing AA release inducing compounds-1, -2, and -3. Although AA release was not induced by any single one of these compounds, it was dramatically stimulated by the three compounds in combination. Moreover, the effect of combined treatment by these compounds on AA release was completely abolished by MAFP and AACOCF(3), specific cytosolic phospholipase A(2) inhibitors. Furthermore, we found that AARIC-3 stimulates cytosolic calcium influx, while AARIC-1 induces ERK activation. Taken together, we demonstrate a useful approach to the study of complicated and nonlinear intracellular signaling networks using small synthetic compounds in combination.